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The J.H. Lotz House is a balloon-frame eclectic-style structure consisting of a two- 
story rectangular main block to which a one-story rear kitchen wing is attached. The 
decked hip roof was originally covered with sawn cedar shingles and was restored in 
1968 with the same material. Beneath the eaves are carved brackets and a frieze of 
vertical half-round moldings. The original fir timber and pier foundation was 
stabilized with concrete blocks and footings in 1972. The exterior walls are sheathed 
in rustic fir siding finished with corner boards and quarter-round moldings. On the 
facade (north) and east elevations are two-story rectangular, gabled window bays : 
trimmed with diamond-cut shingles, triple-bead molded panels, and pairs of double- 
hung one-over-one sash with colored glass borders, There are,three porches: rear 
(5 by 5 feet, shed roof, plain': posts), side (5 by 17 feet, hip roof, pierced posts 
with scroll-saw'brackets),; and front(5 by 7 feet, hip roof with diamond-cut shingles, 
turned•posts supporting bracketed frieze with diagonal moldings). The paneled cedar 
frontdoor features a single light bordered by small colored panes which match those 
in the window bays; the motif is repeated in the transom above the door.

The plan of the first floor consists of entrance hall and parlor, behind which are 
library and dining room; kitchen, pantry, and bath are in the rear. Upstairs are 
three bedrooms and a bath, the latter having been added probably in the 1940's (the 
one downstairs is original). All walls and ceilings were replastered in 1973 with 
the exception of an area beneath the stairway, which was in sound condition. The 
house contains three sizes of matching paneled cedar doors: oversized sliding 
pocket doors open from the library to the parlor and to the dining room; narrow 
<3-tncfi. doors lead to the pantry, baths, and closets; and standard 32-inch doors 
are in the^remaining rooms. Hardware fs wrought bronze wtth jet knobs, and both 
door and window'6pentnc|s have'molded framings with shaped and routed corner blocks. 
The window trim in-the parlor and dining room has "J;H. ; Lotz,;Puyallup, Washington" 
written on the back. Baseboards of 12-inch shaped cedar are used throughout except 
in the kitchen, pantry, and downstairs bath, which have 3-foot high wainscoting. 
In the entrance hall, the quarter-turn stairway, which rises eleven steps to a 
landing and another seven to the top, features scroll brackets, carved newels, 
slender turned balusters, and a molded oak handrail. A rectangular one-over-one 
stairwell window has a border of colored glass in the upper sash.

On the southeast corner of the lot, facing 10th Street, is the former carriage 
house, a 10 by 20-foot single-story frame structure with siding and gable trim 
matching that of the house. The yard is newly planted in rose beds, while the 
tall fir trees on the west lawn appear contemporary with the house.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The J.H.' Lotz House survives as 'an almost textbook example of the eclecticism of 
late-nirieteenth century American middle-class domestic design. Its striking 
integrity results from a Tijtnitnal degree of structural or surface alteration over 
the years and a meticulous restoration program (in the most conservative sense of 
the term] conducted during the past decade. It is a legacy of the personal taste 
and the professional skill of its builder, for whom it is named.

The house is located on what was the 1853 donation land claim of B. Franklin Wright 
(approximately 297 acres now within the city limits of Puyallup). For the next 
thirty-five years settlers came and the area prospered, reaching a peak around 1889, 
when Washington gained statehood. That year Wright sold a 40-acre tract of his 
claim for further subdividing to Alexander G. Matthews, a real estate promoter and 
later sheriff of Pierce County. In 1891 John H. Lotz, a local builder who had been 
instrumental in organizing the Carpenters' Union of Tacoma, purchased a lot from 
Matthews, took a construction loan, and butlt his house,,, Puyallup had fey then 
become the center of a twenty-mi 11 ion-dollar industry based on the cultivation of 
hops, used tn beer, and ale production, fortunes were made,, of which -the most .,...-. 
notable :was tfiat of the "H6p King of the World;" 'Ezra Meeker (1830-1928) , founder 
and first mayor .of Puyallup, who devoted the last quarter century , of , his long life 
to the preservation and interpretation of the Oregon Trail. During the 1890's the 
nation experienced ,an .economic decline, exacerbated in Puyallup by a crop failure. .....
which closed banks and ended local prosperity. J.H. Lotz sold his house to 
Charles Masterson, former treasurer of the Tacoma Chamber of Commerce, in 1894, 
and for seventy years thereafter it had five owners, two of whom occupied it for a 
combined total of fifty-eight years. In 1966 the property was purchased by 
Viola H. Earnst, who initiated a comprehensive restoration based on documentary 
research and a painstaking analysis of the physical fabric of the house, which, 
except for the deterioration of aging, had continued remarkably unchanged through 
the decades. The present owners are a young family fully appreciative of the 
caliber of the restoration and the architectural character which conveys a past 
era's concept of home.

Stylistically, the J.H. Lotz House is akin to the High Victorian Italianate in 
its configuration (the major roof volumes and the vertical tendency of its massing, 
accentuated by the window bays). The exterior finish acknowledges the Stick style 
in the pronounced corner posts and diagonal members in the front porch frieze and 
gables of the window bays, evoking the structural framework underneath. The 
influence of the Queen Anne mode, also chiefly decorative, is exemplified in the 
diamond-cut shingles, colored glass borders, and turned posts. The treatment of



The John H. Lotz House: Historic Structure Report. Commissioned by Viola A. Earnst 
and now in possesston of Charles Denny and Verna A. Fan's, owners of J.H. Lotz House.
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the interior, while similarly inclusive, is controlled in its effect because of the 
visual unity of the material used throughout (stained wood). One would not of 
course know from observation that the house had been owned by a professional 
builder, but the knowledge does illuminate the result. Also instructive is a com 
parison of the house to the Ezra Meeker Mansion, built in Puyallup in 1887. Despite 
an obvious difference in scale, the two residences share likenesses of organization 
and ornament, and a local but unsubstantiated tradition credits J.H. Lotz with work 
on the older house.


